



As part of pre-submission consultation work the Reach NP Project Group held a drop in session 
between 1830 and 2030 on 1 July 2021.  Ten villagers attended.  A summary of the matters raised 
and the Group’s responses is provided in this note.


What lies behind the proposed changes to the development envelope? 

There are just three proposed changes to the envelope.  These were determined following a 
lengthy evidence gathering process and are designed to reflect: 


• what villagers said they wanted the Plan to deliver in the 2020 residents’ survey - modest 
housing growth, recognition and enhancement of the Hythe as an archeological and recreational 
site and protection of the landscape setting of the village together with the quality of views into 
and out of the Village.


• growing recognition of the size and significance of the port of Reach as an archeological 
structure.  About a third of the core area of the port is formed of the land which it is proposed be 
removed from the development envelope


• the conclusions of the independent landscape appraisal which stated that the area containing 
the port of Reach “is sensitive to development within the wider fen landscape where it may 
undermine rural qualities or open expansiveness…. For these reasons development should be 
avoided in the vicinity of the Hythe and on the slopes leading to the rear of the village and 
conservation area”


• Local authority planning approval for development at the two sites proposed as additions to the 
envelope.  Given that they adjoin the 2015 Development Envelope and that the Neighbourhood 
Plan cannot revoke these permissions, it should be acknowledged that the Development 
Envelope should be extended to include them. Such an approach has been encouraged by East 
Cambridgeshire District Council and is also being employed in the Haddenham Neighbourhood 
Plan. 


• Local authority planning refusal, supported by the Planning Inspectorate, on appeal, for housing 
development on the area proposed to be removed from the development envelope.  The 
planning refusal was based on the landscape sensitivity of the site on the edge of the village. 
There were a number of objections to this application. There is also a Section 52 legal 
agreement dating from 1989 that takes away permitted development rights of this site on the 
grounds of its sensitivity.  


Is the Plan clear enough on tourism? 

The Plan does not offer a definitive policy on the issue.  Whilst the Group accepted that the village 
needs to be in control of what appears to be increasing tourism to Reach, last year’s residents’ 
survey revealed the village to be evenly divided on whether to promote Reach as a recreational 
destination.  The Plan recognises that car parking for external visitors is a challenge but does not 
prescribe solutions as, again, the village was evenly split on whether an additional car park was 
the answer.  It is currently unclear if the surge of weekend visitors to Reach during lockdown 
would be sustained, although over time numbers of visitors are likely to increase as people seek 
to access National Trust Wicken Vision land.  It is important to agree a collective view on this 



issue but it was felt that this could not be achieved in the timetable of the Plan. The village could 
pick up on this in due course and, if required, add to revised versions of the Plan.


Can more be done to improve vehicle-free access to Burwell? 

The Plan makes a firm case for such provision. However approval of the Plan will not in itself 
deliver vehicle-free access but does provide the village with a firm basis on which to lobby the 
District and County Council for such provision and to seek funding for a vehicle-free route.  The 
requirement for a vehicle-free route between Reach and Burwell is already on the County Council 
greenway list. An approved Neighbourhood Plan could only help in pushing us to the top of that 
list. 


What about provision of on-street  chargers for electric vehicles? 

We will look into this.  There is some work underway nationally to examine the feasibility of 
charging points at the base of lamp standards.  The increase of electric vehicles in the village may 
also require upgrades to the electricity supply infrastructure which we will also explore.


What is the purpose of the inventory of buildings of historic significance? 

The process that led to the Listing of buildings in the 1960s was flawed and superficial. Buildings 
of merit that should have been captured in the process, in Reach as elsewhere,  are thus currently 
given insufficient weight in planning matters.  Furthermore the character of Reach is influenced 
more by the assemblages of old but unlisted buildings.  The inventory is designed to address 
these two shortcomings.  A more detailed version of the inventory will be posted on the NP 
webpage shortly.


